Rash of Crime in City Includes MIT Campus

Robbery, from Page 1

"We did this to create greater visibility and [hopefully to] appre-
ciate our efforts," Glavin said.

Campus Police are also working with Cambridge police and other
area law enforcement agencies to determine the scope of the
problem. They believe the recent crime wave
is not confined to MIT but is Cam-
bridge-wide.

The victims are in other Campus Police had increased
robberies which occurred between Oct.
and Oct. 10. Report summaries of similar descriptions and similar
robberies involving
Two other robberies were at
a senior at Burton House.

Sarah Y. Keightley contributed

Not much has changed with design engineers since the 60's.
They're still the free thinking, creative force behind todays electronics innovations.

But some things have changed. Dramatically
Like the need for faster, cheaper, denser, more flexible logic devices. And software
development tools that make them simple to design.

That's why we invented the Field Programmable Gate Array.

And that probably accounts for why we're the fastest growing company in the program-

Grad Students Want Resnet

Resnet, from Page 1

Athena dishup, which is slow and limiting, he added.

"I think that there are severe lim-
itations to dial-up," said John C.
Baker Jr., G. co-chair of the GSC
and community committee.

The main computing benefits of eth-
etics to dialup," said John C.
Baker Jr., co-chair of the GSC
housing and community committee.

The main computing benefits of dialis-
up, which is slow and

Although a survey focusing on
the Resnet issue will not be con-
ducted for these or four weeks.
"Our informal feeling from GSC
meetings is that a lot of graduate
students would like to see and
would make use of a link to
Athena," Baker said.

Satsavola S. Papp Rao G agreed.
"I see Athena a lot. Programs like
Matlab are especially necessary for
small research groups that can't
afford to buy themselves," he
said.

The Engineer of the 90's

The Programmable Logic Company
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The Samaritans

Even if you're not

Special Student Airfares

London..... $360
Paris........ $112
Guatemala....425
Madrid........ 650
Tokyo.........909
Rio........... 981
Sydney....... 1137

All fares are Roundtrip. Some
restrictions apply. Tax not
included.

STAY TRAVEL
617-576-4023
607 MY APODEN BY CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138
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